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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to an image dis-
play apparatus which uses a multi-electron beam
source having a plurality of electron emission elements
in a matrix layout, and a fluorescent screen having R,
G, and B phosphors corresponding to these electron
emission elements, and its driving method.
[0002] In recent years, flat-panel type, large-screen
display apparatuses have been studied and developed
extensively. The present inventors have been studying
flat-panel type, large-screen display apparatuses using
cold cathodes as electron emission elements.
[0003] Conventionally, as electron emission ele-
ments, two different types of elements, i.e., thermionic
cathode elements and cold cathode elements, are
known. Of these elements, as cold cathode elements,
for example, a field emission element (to be referred to
as an FE type element hereinafter), a metal/insulating
layer/metal emission element (to be referred to as an
MIM type element hereinafter), and the like are known.
[0004] Surface conduction type emission elements in-
clude, for example, elements described in M. I. Elinson,
Radio Eng. Electron Phys., 10, 1290 (1965) and other
elements to be described later.
[0005] The surface conduction type emission element
utilizes a phenomenon in that electron emission occurs
when currents are flowed in a direction parallel to the
surface of a small-area thin film formed on a substrate.
As surface conduction type emission elements, in addi-
tion to the above-mentioned element using an SnO2 thin
film by Elinson et al., an element using an Au thin film
[G. Dittmer: "Thin Solid Films", 9, 317 (1972)], an ele-
ment using an In2O3/SnO2 thin film [M. Hartwell and C.
G. Fonstad: "IEEE Trans. ED Conf.", 519 (1975)], an el-
ement using a carbon thin film [Hisashi Araki et al.: Vac-
uum, Vol. 26, No. 1, 22 (1983)], and the like have been
reported.
[0006] Fig. 18A is a plan view of the above-mentioned
element by M. Hartwell et al, as a typical example of the
element structure of such surface conduction type emis-
sion element. In Fig. 18A, reference numeral 3001 de-
notes a substrate; and 3004, a conductive thin film con-
sisting of a metal oxide formed by sputtering. The con-
ductive thin film 3004 is formed into an H-shaped flat
pattern, as shown in Fig. 18A. An electron emission por-
tion 3005 is formed by performing an energization proc-
ess called energization forming (to be described later)
on the conductive thin film 3004. The interval L in Fig.
18A is set to fall within the range from 0.5 to 1 [mm], and
the width W is set to be 0.1 [mm]. Note that Fig. 18A
illustrates the electron emission portion 3005 as a rec-
tangular portion formed at the center of the conductive
thin film 3004 for the sake of illustrative convenience,
but it does not necessarily faithfully express the position
or shape of the actual electron emission portion.

[0007] In the above-mentioned surface conduction
type emission elements such as the element by M. Hart-
well et al., it is a common practice to form the electron
emission portion 3005 by performing an energization
process called energization forming on the conductive
thin film 3004 before electron emission. More specifical-
ly, in the energization forming the electron emission por-
tion 3005 is formed in an electrically high-resistance
state in such a manner that the conductive thin film 3004
is locally destroyed, deformed, or denatured by applying
a constant DC voltage or a DC voltage that increases at
a very slow rate (e.g., about 1 V/min) across the two
ends of the conductive thin film 3004. Note that a fissure
is formed on a portion of the locally destroyed, de-
formed, or denatured conductive thin film. When an ap-
propriate voltage is applied to the conductive thin film
after the energization forming, electron emission occurs
in the neighborhood of the fissure.
[0008] On the other hand, as the FE type elements,
for example, an element by W.P. Dyke & W.W. Dolan,
"Field emission", Advance in Electron Physics, 8, 89
(1956), an element by C.A. Spindt, "Physical properties
of thin-film field emission cathodes with molybdenum
cones", J. Appl. Phys., 47, 5248 (1976), and the like are
known.
[0009] Fig. 18B is a sectional view of the above-men-
tioned element by C.A. Spindt et al., as an example of
the typical element arrangement of the FE type element.
Referring to Fig. 18B, reference numeral 3010 denotes
a substrate; 3011, an emitter wiring layer or interconnect
consisting of a conductive material; 3012, an emitter
cone; 3013, an insulating layer; and 3014, a gate elec-
trode. This element causes electron emission from the
distal end portion of the emitter cone 3012 by applying
an appropriate voltage across the emitter cone 3012
and the gate electrode 3014.
[0010] In another element arrangement of the FE type
element, the emitter and the gate electrode are juxta-
posed on the substrate to be nearly parallel to the sub-
strate surface in place of the stacked structure shown
in Fig. 18B.
[0011] As an example of the MIM type element, an el-
ement by C.A. Mead, "Operation of Tunnel-emission
Devices, J. Appl. Phys., 32, 646 (1961), or the like is
known. Fig. 19 shows a typical example of the element
structure of the MIM type element. Fig. 19 is a sectional
view. Referring to Fig. 19, reference numeral 3020 de-
notes a substrate; 3021, a metal lower electrode; 3022,
a thin insulating layer having a thickness of about 100
Å; and 3023, a metal upper electrode having a thickness
of about 80 to 300 Å. The MIM type element causes
electron emission from the surface of the upper elec-
trode 3023 upon application of an appropriate voltage
across the upper and lower electrodes 3023 and 3021.
[0012] The above-mentioned cold cathode elements
do not require any heaters since they can obtain elec-
tron emission at relatively low temperatures as com-
pared to the thermionic cathode elements. Therefore,
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the cold cathode element has a simpler structure than
the thermionic cathode element, and a very small ele-
ment can be formed. Even when a large number of el-
ements are arranged on a substrate at a high density,
the problem of, e.g., melting of the substrate by heat
hardly occurs. The thermionic cathode element has a
low response speed since it operates upon heating of a
heater, while the cold cathode element has a high re-
sponse speed.
[0013] For these reasons, extensive studies have
been made to explore effective applications of the cold
cathode element. For example, since the surface con-
duction type emission element has a simplest structure
and allows easiest fabrication among the cold cathode
elements, a large number of elements can be formed
over a large area. Hence, the method of driving an array
of a large number of elements has been studied, as dis-
closed in Japanese Patent Laid-Open No. 61-31332 by
the present applicant.
[0014] As for applications of the surface conduction
type emission element, for example, image forming ap-
paratuses such as an image display apparatus, an im-
age recording apparatus, and the like, a charged beam
source, and the like have been studied. In particular, as
an application to the image display apparatus, as dis-
closed in USP No. 5,066,883 and Japanese Patent
Laid-Open Nos. 2-257551 and 4-28137 by the present
applicant, an image display apparatus which uses a
combination of the surface conduction type emission el-
ement and a phosphor that emits light upon irradiation
of an electron beam has been studied. The image dis-
play apparatus which uses a combination of the surface
conduction type emission element and the phosphor is
expected to have higher characteristics than conven-
tional image display apparatuses. For example, the im-
age display apparatus of this type is superior to liquid
crystal display apparatuses that have become popular
in recent years, since it is of spontaneous emission type
and requires no backlight, and has a wide viewing angle.

[0015] The method of driving an array of a large
number of FE type elements is disclosed in, e.g., USP
No. 4,904,895 by the present applicant. As an example
of an application of the FE type element to an image
display apparatus, a flat-panel type display apparatus
reported by R. Meyer et at. is known [R. Meyer, "Recent
Development on Microtips Display at LETI", Tech. Di-
gest of 4th Int. Vacuum Microelectronics Conf., Naga-
hama, pp. 6 - 9 (1991)]. Document FR-A-2 714 209
shows a multi-electron beam matrix display with phos-
phors corresponding to the electron emission element,
and with surface ratio of the three phosphors being not
equal.
[0016] Also, an example of application of an array of
a large number of MIM type elements to an image dis-
play apparatus is disclosed in, e.g., Japanese Patent
Laid-Open No. 3-55738 by the present applicant. As the
conventional pixel layout of such image display appara-

tus, a stripe layout in which three, R, G, and B phosphors
arranged in the horizontal direction constitute one pixel
is popularly used. However, in this stripe layout, when
each phosphor has a nearly square shape, as shown in
Fig. 20A, a pixel as a set of R, G, and B is horizontally
elongated, and the horizontal resolution is lowered. On
the other hand, since phosphors of identical colors are
arranged in the vertical direction, vertical stripes are
conspicuous when an image is displayed.
[0017] In order to solve such problems, a checker-
board layout in which R : G : B phosphors are arranged
in a checkerboard pattern at a ratio of 1 : 2 : 1 has been
proposed. Since each pixel as a set of R, G, and B ex-
tends over a plurality of rows of a phosphor array of the
display apparatus, and is not horizontally elongated un-
like in the stripe layout, the horizontal resolution is high-
er than that in the stripe layout. Furthermore, since
phosphors of identical colors are not arranged in the ver-
tical direction, vertical stripes are not conspicuous.
[0018] On the other hand, paying attention to the fact
that the spatial resolution of the sense of sight with re-
spect to luminance is higher than that with respect to
hue, a method of positively setting the total number of
G picture elements that contribute greater to luminance
to be larger than those of R and B in place of the check-
erboard layout is adopted.
[0019] A conventional method of driving such display
apparatus which must scan a plurality of signal lines to
display one pixel which consist of R, G, G, B elements
since each pixel extends over a plurality of rows of the
display apparatus will be described below. A case will
be exemplified below wherein an NTSC signal is dis-
played on a display apparatus having 240 phosphors in
the vertical direction 3 480 phosphors in the horizontal
direction. The number of lines per field of the NTSC sig-
nal is 262.5, and signal components for the central 240
lines of these lines are assumed to be extracted and dis-
played in this example.

(First Display Method)

[0020] As the first display method, a method of dis-
playing the first-line data of an input signal to be dis-
played on the first row of a panel, the second-line data
of the input signal on the second row of the panel,..., the
n-th-line data of the input signal on the n-th row of the
panel will be examined below. Since the phosphor lay-
out of the panel is the checkerboard layout, each odd--
numbered row of the panel includes only G and R phos-
phors but no B phosphors, and each even-numbered
row of the panel includes only B and G phosphors but
no R phosphors. Therefore, in this display method, B
signals on the odd-numbered lines of the input signal
and R signals on the even-numbered lines are not dis-
played, and information is lost. In order to solve this
problem, a vertical LPF (low-pass filter) must be used.
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(Second Display Method)

[0021] A display method of displaying data obtained
by filtering the first- and second-line data of an input sig-
nal by the vertical LPF on the first and second rows of
the panel, displaying data obtained by filtering the third-
and fourth-line data of the input signal by the vertical
LPF, on the third and fourth rows of the panel,..., dis-
playing data obtained by filtering the n-th- and (n+1)-th-
line data of the input signal by the vertical LPF on the n-
th and (n+1)-th rows of the panel will be described be-
low.
[0022] Fig. 21 is a block diagram of a circuit for driving
this display apparatus, and Fig. 22 is a timing chart upon
driving the apparatus. An explanation will be given with
reference to Fig. 21. An NTSC signal sl is color-sepa-
rated into three primary colors R, G, and B by a decoder
2. These three primary color signals s3, s4, and s5 are
filtered by a horizontal LPF, and are then A/D-converted
into digital signals s7, s8, and s9 by an A/D converter 6.
The signals s7, s8, and s9 for two lines are filtered by a
vertical LPF 10. The filtered signals are re-arranged by
a signal re-arranging circuit 11 to match the phosphor
layout of the panel. For example, since this example as-
sumes the checkerboard layout as the phosphor layout,
only G and R phosphors appear on each odd-numbered
row, and only B and G phosphors appear on each even-
numbered row, as shown in Fig. 20B. Hence, the signal
re-arranging circuit 11 extracts only G and R data from
signals to be displayed on the even-numbered rows of
the panel (signals output from the vertical LPF), and al-
ternately arranges them. Also, the circuit 11 extracts on-
ly B and G data from signals to be displayed on the odd-
numbered rows of the panel (signals output from the ver-
tical LPF) and alternately arranges them. Then, the cir-
cuit 11 outputs these signals to a shift register 12. After
480 data in the horizontal direction are stored in the shift
register, the shift register transfers these data to a 1-line
memory 13.
[0023] These data held in the 1-line memory 13 are
sent to a panel 16 in response to a 1-line reading clock
s15 generated by a control pulse generator 14. In syn-
chronism with this signal, a scanning signal is supplied
from a scanning signal generator 17 to the panel 16,
thus displaying an image.
[0024] An explanation will be given with reference to
Fig. 22. An NTSC signal s1 is separated into three pri-
mary color signals by the decoder 2, and the separated
signals are A/D-converted into signals s7, s8, and s9 by
the A/D converter 6. The signals for two lines (by calcu-
lating the average of two lines) are filtered by the LPF
10 in the vertical direction, and the signal re-arranging
circuit 11 re-arranges the signals in correspondence
with the phosphor layout of the panel. The circuit 11 then
sends signals to the shift register 12. After signals for
one row are stored in the shift register 12, these signals
are transferred to the 1-line memory 13 and are held.
The held signals are supplied to the panel in response

to a 1-line reading clock s15, and an image is displayed
on the scanning line of the panel, which is synchronized
with the clock. At this time, the signals filtered by the
vertical LPF are displayed by the following method. That
is, data obtained by filtering the first- and second-line
data of an input signal by the vertical LPF are displayed
on the first and second rows of the panel, data obtained
by filtering the third- and fourth-line data of the input sig-
nal by the vertical LPF are displayed on the third and
fourth rows of the panel,..., data obtained by filtering the
n-th- and (n+1)-th-line data of the input signal by the ver-
tical LPF are displayed on the n-th and (n+1)-th rows of
the panel. In this manner, when signals filtered by the
vertical LPF are displayed, image information can be
prevented from being lost.

(Third Display Method)

[0025] A display method of displaying data obtained
by filtering the first- and second-line data of an input sig-
nal by the vertical LPF on the first row of the panel, dis-
playing data obtained by filtering the second- and third-
line data of the input signal by the vertical LPF on the
second row of the panel,..., displaying data obtained by
filtering the n-th- and (n+1)-th-line data of the input sig-
nal by the vertical LPF on the n-th row of the panel will
be described below.
[0026] The driving block diagram of this display meth-
od is the same as that in Fig. 21. Fig. 23 is a timing chart
of this display method. The third and second display
methods are substantially the same except for the fol-
lowing points. In the second display method, signals ob-
tained by filtering the first- and second-line data of an
input signal by the vertical LPF are displayed on the first
and second rows of the panel. However, in the third dis-
play method, signals obtained by filtering the first- and
second-line data of an input signal by the vertical LPF
are displayed on the first row of the panel, and signals
obtained by filtering the second- and third-line data of
the input signal by the vertical LPF are displayed on the
second row of the panel. In the second display method,
signals obtained by filtering the third-and fourth-line da-
ta of an input signal by the vertical LPF are displayed
on the third and fourth rows of the panel. On the other
hand, in the third display method, signals obtained by
filtering the third- and fourth-line data of an input signal
by the vertical LPF are displayed on the third row of the
panel, and signals obtained by filtering the fourth-and
fifth-line data of the input signal by the vertical LPF are
displayed on the fourth row of the panel. That is, in the
second display method, signals obtained by filtering n-
and (n+1)-th line data (n is an odd number) by the LPF
are displayed on the n-th and (n+1)-th rows of the panel,
while in the third display method, signals obtained by
filtering n-th and (n+1)-th line data (n is a natural
number) by the LPF are displayed on the n-th row of the
panel, and signals obtained by filtering (n+1)-th and
(n+2)-th line data by the LPF are displayed on the (n+1)-
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th row of the panel. In Fig. 23, the way of filtering by the
vertical LPF 10 is different from that in the second dis-
play method. With this display method, image informa-
tion can be prevented from being lost, and a higher ver-
tical resolution than in the second display method can
be obtained.
[0027] In the above-mentioned prior arts, the total
number of G picture elements which contribute greater
to luminance is set to be larger than those of R and B.
In this way, natural white color emission cannot be ob-
tained unless each G phosphor area is set to be smaller
than those of R and B or the electron beam radiation
energy to G is reduced.
[0028] Fabricating a fluorescent screen on which the
phosphor areas vary in the individual picture elements
may result in a complicate process of forming very small
phosphors and may lower the yield when a high resolu-
tion is to be assured.
[0029] On the other hand, reducing electron beam ra-
diation energy to G can be attained by an electrical
means. For example, in the prior art shown in Fig. 21,
the intensity ratio of a G signal of the decoded R, G, and
B signals is set to be smaller than those of R and B sig-
nals, thus obtaining natural white color emission. More
specifically, a means for adjusting the attenuation or am-
plification factor (gain) of an input section (not shown)
of the A/D converter 6 need only be arranged. Of course,
a means for changing the intensity ratio of A/D-convert-
ed R, G, and B signals may be used.
[0030] In the field of liquid crystal display apparatus-
es, an apparatus disclosed in USP No. 5,311,205 (Ha-
mada et al.) is known.
[0031] Hamada et al. connect signal electrodes used
for applying a modulation signal in units of colors upon
arranging R, G, and B color picture elements in a check-
erboard pattern. This apparatus has a merit of obviating
the necessity of arranging color signal selection switch-
es in units of signal electrodes. However, as a matter
associated with the problems to be solved by the
present invention (to be described later), in the appara-
tus by Hamada et al., it should be noted that scanning
electrodes are constituted by common electrodes for R
and B and common electrodes for B and G.
[0032] However, in the above-mentioned prior art,
since the electron beam radiation energy to G is reduced
to maintain white balance, the peak luminance of the
entire display apparatus lowers. The luminance is one
of the most important specifications in an image display
apparatus, and is an element that has a large influence
on the product price, arrangement, applications, and the
like in some cases.
[0033] A decrease in luminance is caused by setting
the electron emission energy per unit time during the
selection period of G picture elements to be smaller than
those of R and B picture elements.
[0034] In the above-mentioned prior arts, since R and
g, and B and g are mixed on scanning electrodes, it is
difficult to independently change the selection period of

G picture elements and the selection period of R and B
picture elements.
[0035] As a result of extensive studies of the present
inventors to solve the above-mentioned problems, the
following invention has been achieved.
[0036] The image display apparatus of the present in-
vention is of the type acknowledged above having those
features set forth in the preamble of claim 1 appended
hereto.
[0037] In accordance with the present invention, this
image display apparatus is characterised in that:

alternate ones of said scanning electrodes are con-
nected, respectively, to electron emission elements
corresponding to G phosphors, and to electron
emission elements corresponding to respective R
and B phosphors; and
said scan driver is adapted to apply scanning sig-
nals to said scanning electrodes whereby scanning
signals applied to electrodes connected to those
electron emission elements corresponding to said
G phosphors are each applied for a shorter period
than the period of each of those scanning signals
applied to electrodes connected to electron emis-
sion elements corresponding to said respective R
and B phosphors.

[0038] The phosphors are preferably arranged in a
checkerboard pattern to have an area ratio R : G : B =
1 : 2 : 1. For this arrangement, the selection period of
each scanning electrode connected to the electron
emission elements corresponding to the G phosphors
is preferably set to be about 1/2 the selection period of
each scanning electrode connected to the electron
emission elements corresponding to respective r and B
phosphors. Furthermore, preferably, output signals cor-
responding to the G phosphors and output signals cor-
responding to the R or B phosphors are extracted from
an image signal for a 1-line period, and a scanning elec-
trode connected to the electron emission elements cor-
responding to the G phosphors and a scanning elec-
trode connected to the electron emission elements cor-
responding to the R or B phosphors are preferably se-
lected during the 1-line period. At this time, the image
signal for the 1-line period is divided into signals for two
rows, and the scanning electrodes for two rows are se-
lected during the 1-line period, and a portion of the rows
selected during the 1-line period can be selected again
during the next 1-line period. The electron emission el-
ements may comprise any of surface conduction type
emission elements, FE type electron emission ele-
ments, and MIM type electron emission elements.
[0039] According to another aspect of the invention,
there is provided a method of driving the apparatus
aforesaid wherein:

scanning signals are applied to the alternate scan-
ning electrodes connected to electron-emission ele-
ments corresponding to G phosphors and connected to
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electron-emission elements corresponding to respec-
tive R & B phosphors for shorter and longer periods, re-
spectively.
[0040] In a display apparatus in which R, G and B pic-
ture elements are arranged in a checkerboard pattern,
the luminance can be increased more than the conven-
tional apparatus while maintaining appropriate color bal-
ance. More specifically, the arrangement of the scan-
ning electrodes can be divided into G scanning elec-
trodes, and B and R common scanning electrodes, so
that the G scanning electrodes alone can be independ-
ently scanned. The output electron beam intensity of the
electron emission elements for g can be set to be equiv-
alent to those of the electron emission elements for R
and B, while the scanning time of G is set to be shorter
than those of R and B. As a consequence, good color
balance can be maintained without decreasing the out-
put beam intensity of G, the number of picture elements
of which is larger than other picture elements. Since the
G scanning electrodes are independently scanned, and
its scanning time is shortened as compared to the con-
ventional apparatus, a time margin is obtained. The
present invention distributes this time margin to G, B and
R at the ratio of 1 : 2 : 2 as the driving periods, thus in-
creasing the luminance as compared to the convention-
al apparatus.
[0041] A case will be exemplified below wherein a
white image is to be displayed. If VS represents the time
required for forming one frame, the total of driving times
assigned to R is 1/4 of VS in the conventional apparatus.
In contrast to this, in the apparatus of the present inven-
tion, 1/3 of VS can be assigned to R. Accordingly, the
luminance can be increased by 1/12 while maintaining
white balance.
[0042] According to the present invention, a display
apparatus which can increase the spatial resolution of
the displayed image, and can obtain natural white color
emission while suppressing a decrease in luminance
can be realized. Furthermore, the present invention
achieves the above-mentioned items without complicat-
ing the driving circuit or the electrode forming process.
Since the display apparatus performance can be re-
markably improved without causing any increase in
manufacturing cost or decrease in yield, the cost per-
formance of products can be relatively greatly improved.
[0043] Other features and advantages of the present
invention will be apparent from the following description
taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings,
in which like reference characters designate the same
or similar parts throughout the figures thereof.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0044]

Fig. 1 is a plan view of a substrate of a multi-electron
beam source used in an embodiment of the present
invention;

Fig. 2 is a block diagram of a driving circuit used in
the embodiment of the present invention;
Figs. 3A and 3B are respectively a view showing
signals displayed on a panel, and a view showing
the scanning order of the panel;
Fig. 4 is a timing chart showing the timings of scan-
ning signals and image signals;
Fig. 5 is a plan view of a substrate of a multi-electron
beam source of a comparative example;
Fig. 6 is a timing chart showing the timings of scan-
ning signals and image signals in the comparative
example;
Fig. 7 is a partially cutaway perspective view of a
display panel of an image display apparatus ac-
cording to the embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 8 is a plan view showing an example of the
phosphor layout on a faceplate of the display panel;
Figs. 9A and 9B are respectively a plan view and a
sectional view of a flat surface conduction type
emission element in the plan view used in the em-
bodiment;
Figs. 10A to 10E are sectional views showing the
processes in fabricating the flat surface conduction
type emission element;
Fig. 11 is a graph showing the voltage waveform
applied in an energization forming process;
Figs. 12A and 12B are graphs respectively showing
the voltage waveform applied in an energization ac-
tivation process and changes in emission current Ie;
Fig. 13 is a sectional view of a step type surface
conduction type emission element used in the em-
bodiment;
Figs. 14A to 14F are sectional views showing the
processes in the fabrication of the step type surface
conduction type emission element;
Fig. 15 is a graph showing the typical characteristics
of a surface conduction type emission element used
in the embodiment;
Fig. 16 is a partial sectional view of a substrate of
a multi-electron beam source used in the embodi-
ment;
Fig. 17 is a block diagram of a multi-function image
display apparatus using an image apparatus ac-
cording to an embodiment of the present invention;
Figs. 18A and 18B are views respectively showing
the element structures of a conventional surface
conduction type emission element and an FE type
element;
Fig. 19 is a view showing the structure of an MIM
type element;
Figs. 20A and 20B are views respectively showing
the stripe layout and checkerboard layout of phos-
phors;
Fig. 21 is a block diagram of a circuit for driving a
display apparatus;
Fig. 22 is a timing chart of the second display meth-
od;
Fig. 23 is a timing chart of the third display method;
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Fig. 24 is a plan view of an electron source substrate
of an embodiment using FE type elements; and
Fig. 25 is a plan view of an electron source substrate
of an embodiment using MIM type elements.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

[0045] Fig. 1 is a plan view of a multi-electron beam
source used in a display panel of this embodiment. Cold
cathode elements 1002 are arranged as a plurality of
electron emission elements on a substrate (not shown),
and these elements are connected in a simple matrix
pattern by row electrodes 1003 and column electrodes
1004. In each crossing portion between the row and col-
umn electrodes 1003 and 1004, an insulating layer (not
shown) is formed between the electrodes to assure
electrical isolation. A portion constituted by the elements
and electrodes 1002 to 1004 and the substrate will be
referred to as a multi-electron beam source hereinafter.
Note that the fabrication method and structure of the
multi-electron beam source will be described in detail
later.
[0046] The multi-electron beam source is arranged to
face a faceplate (not shown) on which R, G, and B phos-
phors are selectively printed in a checkerboard pattern,
as shown in, e.g., Fig. 20B, and a combination of each
cold cathode element 1002 and the opposing phosphor
form a picture element. Each cold cathode element
1002 is connected to the row and column electrodes
1003 and 1004 via an element electrode 30, as shown
in Fig. 1.
[0047] In this embodiment, the element electrodes 30
of neighboring picture elements are alternately connect-
ed to different row electrodes 1003. With this arrange-
ment, the checkerboard pattern is maintained on the
phosphor surface, and paying attention to one row elec-
trode 1003, a multi-electron beam source in which the
cold cathode elements 1002 for G picture elements are
connected independently from the cold cathode ele-
ments 1002 for R and B picture elements can be real-
ized.
[0048] A method of displaying an NTSC signal using
the above-mentioned multi-electron beam source will be
described below. Assume that the number of phosphors
is 480 (horizontal) 3 240 (vertical).
[0049] Fig. 2 shows a panel driving circuit of this em-
bodiment.
[0050] The panel driving circuit comprises a decoder
2, horizontal analog LPFs 3, A/D converters 4, an odd-
row signal line 11, an even-row signal line 12, a signal
selection switch 13, odd- and even-row shift registers
14 and 15, an odd-row 1-line memory 16, an even-row
1-line memory 17, a selector 20, a modulation signal
generator 22, a pulse generator 23, a scanning row se-
lection switch 26, a timing control circuit 28, and a panel
29. In this driving circuit, two shift registers and two
1-line memories are arranged.

[0051] The operation will be explained below.

(Decoder 2)

[0052] An input NTSC signal sl is color-separated into
three primary color signals R, G, and B by the decoder 2.

(LPF 3)

[0053] These color-separated signals are filtered by
the horizontal analog LPFs 3. This is to remove high-
frequency components from the color-separated signals
which are to be subjected to A/D conversion in the next
A/D converters 4.

(A/D Converter 4)

[0054] The R, G, and B analog signals are A/D-con-
verted by the A/D converters 4 to obtain R, G, and B
digital signals s7, s8, and s9. Two different sampling
clocks, s5 for the R and B signals and s6 for the G signal
are input to the A/D converter 4.
[0055] The phosphor layout adopted by this panel is
a checkerboard layout (R : G : B = 1 : 2 : 1), as shown
in Fig. 20B. With this layout, when a 1-line signal is to
be displayed on one row of the panel, since either the
B or R phosphors are not present in the row and either
the B or R signal cannot be displayed, this embodiment
displays the 1-line signal using two consecutive rows of
the panel. For this reason, since these two rows (for dis-
playing the 1-line signal) include G phosphors twice the
R and B phosphors, the frequency of the G sampling
clocks s6 is twice that of the R/B sampling clocks s5. Of
these A/D-converted signals, the R and B signals s7 and
s9 have 240 data 1/2 of the number of phosphors, in the
horizontal direction, of the panel, and the G signal has
480 data.
[0056] These data are signal components to be dis-
played on the two rows of the panel.

(Odd-row Signal Line 11, Even-row Signal Line 12)

[0057] Although the panel of this embodiment adopts
the checkerboard phosphor layout, elements corre-
sponding to R and B phosphors alternately appear on
odd-numbered rows, and elements corresponding to G
phosphors appear on even-numbered rows on the elec-
trical signal electrodes like R11, B12, R13,... R1480 on
the first row, G21, G22, G23,... G2480 on the second
row, and so on. Accordingly, as shown in Fig. 2, the odd-
row signal line 11 and the even-row signal line 12 are
prepared to independently process signals for the odd-
and even-numbered rows.
[0058] With this phosphor layout on the panel, B and
R signals are flowed through the odd-row signal line 11,
and a G signal is flowed through the even-numbered sig-
nal line 12. The A/D-converted 240 B signal components
s9 and 240 R signal components s7 are alternately
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flowed through the odd-row signal line 11, and the A/D-
converted 480 G signal components s8 are flowed
through the even-row signal line 12.

(Selection Switch 13)

[0059] The selection switch 13 generates signals to
be alternately flowed through these two signal lines (s7,
s9). When the switch is connected to the terminal a side,
an R signal is flowed through the signal line 11; when
the switch is connected to the terminal b side, a B signal
is flowed through the signal line 11. Accordingly, this
switch is switched 480 times during one horizontal syn-
chronization period (1H). A signal for switching this
switch is a selection signal s10.
[0060] The signals flowed through these signal lines
11 and 12 are respectively those to be displayed on the
odd- and even-numbered rows of the panel.

(Shift Registers 14, 15)

[0061] These signals flowed through the odd- and
even-row signal lines as described above are concur-
rently serial-to-parallel (S/P)-converted by the shift reg-
isters 14 and 15 on the basis of shift clocks s18. 480
shift clocks s18 are generated during 1H.
[0062] After signal components for one row of the
panel are S/P-converted by the shift registers, the shift
registers output these signal components to the 1-line
memories 16 and 17 and receive signal components for
the next row.

(1-line Memories 16, 17)

[0063] The two 1-line memories 16 and 17 are also
prepared in correspondence with the odd- and even-
numbered rows, and respectively hold signals input
from the odd- and even-row shift registers 14 and 15.
For this reason, the odd-row 1-line memory 16 holds R
and B signal components, and the even-row 1-line
memory 17 holds G signal components.
[0064] These signal components are present on each
1-line memory for 1H.
[0065] The held signals are supplied to the selector
20 in response to 1-line signal reading clocks s19.

(Selector 20)

[0066] Upon scanning the odd-numbered row of the
panel, the selector 20 selects a terminal c (R and B sig-
nals); upon scanning the even-numbered row, it selects
a terminal d (G signal), thus sending out signals. The
selector 20 is switched in response to a selector switch-
ing control signal s21.
[0067] The signal components selected by the selec-
tor are pulse-width-modulated by the modulation signal
generator 22, and the modulated signal components are
supplied to the gates of the MOS-FETs.

[0068] In this example, gradation expression is at-
tained by pulse-width modulation but may be attained
by amplitude modulation or by both amplitude modula-
tion and pulse-width modulation.

(Effective Signal)

[0069] An NTSC signal includes video signals for
about 263 lines per field. However, the panel of this ex-
ample can only display signals for about 240 lines. For
this reason, the present system cuts off signals in upper
and lower portions of those for the 263 lines, and dis-
plays signals for about 240 lines in the central portion,
as shown in Fig. 3A. As shown in Fig. 3A, L1 represents
the lowermost signal of those in the upper portion to be
cut off, and L2 represents the uppermost signal of those
in the lower portion to be cut off. Only the G and R com-
ponents of the signal L1 and B and G components of
the signal L2 are respectively displayed on the upper-
most and lowermost rows of the phosphor screen.

(Scanning Order)

[0070] This panel displays a 1H signal using two rows
(to be temporarily referred to as linel and line2), as de-
scribed above. These two rows are scanned not concur-
rently but sequentially by dividing the duration 1H into
two periods, i.e., the upper row (line1) is scanned during
the former period and the second row (line2) is scanned
during the latter period. At this time, in a particular em-
bodiment, the row connected to G picture elements is
selected for a 1/3H scanning time, and the row connect-
ed to the R or B picture elements is selected for a 2/3H
scanning time. The pulse-width-modulated signals are
output during the selected periods. The ratio of selection
periods need only be determined to obtain natural white
color emission and to increase luminance, and is set to
be about 1 : 2 in consideration of the picture element
ratio of G : R or B. However, the present invention is not
limited to such specific ratio. In driving method of a par-
ticular embodiment, each row of the panel is scanned
twice like the first row, first row, second row, second row,
third row, third row,..., 240th row, 240th row, so that a
1H signal corresponding to the row of interest is dis-
played during first scanning, and a 1H signal corre-
sponding to the next row is displayed during the second
scanning. Fig. 4 shows this state.
[0071] The display method will be described in more
detail below with reference to Fig. 3B.
[0072] First, signals from a 1H signal at the beginning
of one field to a signal immediately before the signal L1
in Fig. 3A are discarded, and signals from the signal L1
are displayed. The signal L1 is displayed on the first row
of the panel by selecting R and B components of the
signal L1 held in the 1-line memory 16 when the selector
20 selects its terminal c. At this time, as described
above, the scanning time is 2/3H. Note that G compo-
nent of the signal L1 held in the 1-line memory 16 is not
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displayed on the panel. Upon completion of the display
for the first row, a 1-line signal next to the signal L1 is
held in the 1-line memories 16 and 17. Of the held signal
components, R and B signal components in the 1-line
memory 16 are selected by the selector 20 (c), and are
displayed on the first row of the panel (scanning time
2/3H). After an elapse of the 2/3 scanning time, the se-
lector 20 selects its terminal d (the 1-line memory 17) in
response to the selector switching control signal s21,
and G components of the 1-line signal are displayed on
the second row of the panel (scanning time 1/3H). Upon
completion of the display for the second row, the next
1-line signal components are held on the 1-line memo-
ries 16 and 17, and are sequentially displayed on the
second, third, ... rows by the same method as described
above.
[0073] A certain row of interest displays a given 1-line
signal, and then displays the next 1-line signal after an
elapse of 2/3H or 1/3H times. Since the human eyes
cannot follow such fast changes, a person observes
these signals as if the average value of these two 1-line
signals were displayed. With the above-mentioned dis-
play method, the average value of signals for 2H can be
displayed without filtering them by any vertical LPF cir-
cuit.
[0074] However, the present invention is not limited to
this specific display method. For example, even in the
first to third display methods already described in the
columns of the prior arts, the multi-electron beam source
as shown in Fig. 1 can be used to easily realize alternate
output of R/B and G signals in units of scanning times
by a signal re-arranging circuit (corresponding to 11 in
Fig. 21) including the signal selection switch 13 (Fig. 2)
and the timing control circuit 28 for controlling the switch,
and setting of the scanning time ratio to be, e.g., 1 : 2.
[0075] In order to explain the present invention more
clearly, Fig. 5 is a plan view showing an example of the
conventional multi-electron beam source, and Fig. 6 is
a timing chart showing the timings of conventional scan-
ning signals and conventional image signals in Fig. 5.
Note that Fig. 6 exemplifies a case wherein gradation
expression of image signals is attained by amplitude
modulation for the purpose of comparison with this em-
bodiment.
[0076] As shown in Fig. 6, in the conventional method,
natural white color emission is obtained at the cost of
the luminance of G (generation of an invalid period)
since the number of G picture elements is larger than
the number of R/B picture elements. On the contrary, in
this embodiment, generation of such invalid period can
be suppressed, as can be seen from Fig. 4. In practice,
the display panel obtained by this embodiment can im-
prove white luminance by about 8% as compared to a
case wherein the invalid period is generated.

(Structure and Fabrication Method of Display Panel)

[0077] The structure and fabrication method of the

display panel of the image display apparatus to which
the present invention refers will be described below
while presenting examples.
[0078] Fig. 7 is a perspective view of the display panel
used in this embodiment, and shows a partially cutaway
panel to depict its internal structure.
[0079] Referring to Fig. 7, reference numeral 1005 de-
notes a rear plate; 1006, a side wall; and 1007, a face-
plate. These members 1005 to 1007 form an air-tight
chamber which maintains the interior of the display pan-
el in a vacuum state. Upon assembling the air-tight
chamber, sealed bonding must be done so that the joint
points of the respective members hold sufficiently high
mechanical strength and air-tight seal. For example,
sealed bonding is attained by, e.g., applying frit glass
onto each joint portion and sintering the frit glass in air
or a nitrogen atmosphere at 400 to 500°C for 10 minutes
or more. The method of evacuating the interior of the
air-tight chamber will be described later.
[0080] A substrate 1001 is fixed to the rear plate 1005.
N 3 M cold cathode elements 1002 are formed on the
substrate 1001 (N and M are positive integers equal to
or larger than 2 and are appropriately set in correspond-
ence with the target number of display pixels; for exam-
ple, in a display apparatus for the purpose of attaining
display quality as high as that of a high-definition televi-
sion system, N ≥ 3,000 and M ≥ 1,000 are desirably set;
in this example, N = 480 and M = 240). The N 3 M cold
cathode elements are connected in a simple matrix pat-
tern by M row electrodes 1003 and N column electrodes
1004.
[0081] In this example, the substrate 1001 of the mul-
ti-electron beam source is fixed to the rear plate 1005
of the air-tight chamber. If the substrate 1001 of the mul-
ti-electron beam source has sufficiently high mechanical
strength, the substrate 1001 itself of the multi-electron
beam source may be used as the rear plate of the air-
tight chamber.
[0082] A fluorescent film 1008 is formed on the lower
surface of the faceplate 1007. Since this system exem-
plifies a color display apparatus, red, green, and blue,
three primary color phosphors used in the field of a CRT
are selectively painted on the portion of the fluorescent
film 1008. These color phosphors are selectively paint-
ed in a checkerboard pattern, as shown in, e.g., Fig. 8,
and a black conductor pattern 1010 is formed between
adjacent phosphors. The black conductor pattern 1010
is formed to prevent misregistration of display colors
even when the irradiation positions of electron beams
are offset more or less, to prevent a decrease in display
contrast by preventing reflection of external light, to pre-
vent charge-up of the fluorescent film by electron
beams, and so on. The black conductor pattern 1010
mainly consists of graphite, but any other materials may
be used as long as the above-mentioned objectives can
be attained.
[0083] A metal back 1009, which is the state-of-art
one in the field of CRTs, is arranged on the surface, on
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the rear plate side, of the fluorescent film 1008. The met-
al back 1009 is arranged to improve light use efficiency
by mirror-reflecting some light components of light emit-
ted by the fluorescent film 1008, to protect the fluores-
cent film 1008 from collision of anions, to use the metal
back 1009 as an electrode for applying an electron
beam acceleration voltage of, e.g., 10 kV, to use the flu-
orescent film 1008 as a conduction path of excited elec-
trons, and so on. The metal back 1009 is formed in such
a manner that the fluorescent film 1008 is formed on the
faceplate 1007, the surface of the fluorescent film is sub-
jected to a smoothing treatment, and an Al film is formed
by vacuum deposition on the smoothed surface. Note
that the metal back 1009 is not used when the fluores-
cent film 1008 uses a low-voltage phosphor material.
[0084] Although not used in this example, for exam-
ple, an ITO transparent electrode may be formed be-
tween the faceplate 1007 and the fluorescent film 1008
for the purpose of applying an acceleration voltage and
improving the conductivity of the fluorescent film.
[0085] Reference numerals Dx1 to Dxm, Dy1 to Dyn,
and Hv denote electrical connection terminals which
have an air-tight structure and are arranged to electri-
cally connect the display panel to an electrical circuit
(not shown). The terminals Dx1 to Dxm are electrically
connected to the row electrodes 1003 of the multi-elec-
tron beam source, the terminals Dy1 to Dyn to the col-
umn electrodes 1004 of the multi-electron beam source,
and the terminal Hv to the metal back 1009 on the face-
plate.
[0086] In order to evacuate the interior of the air-tight
chamber, an exhaust pipe (not shown) is connected to
a vacuum pump after the air-tight chamber is assem-
bled, and the interior of the air-tight chamber is evacu-
ated to a vacuum of about 10-7 Torr. Thereafter, the ex-
haust pipe is sealed. In this case, in order to maintain
the vacuum in the air-tight chamber, a getter film (not
shown) is formed at a predetermined position in the air-
tight chamber immediately before or after sealing. The
getter film is a film formed by heating and depositing a
getter material mainly consisting of, e.g., Ba by a heater
or high-frequency heating. The interior of the air-tight
chamber is maintained at a vacuum of 1 3 10-5 to 1 3

10-7 Torr by the adsorption effect of the getter film.
[0087] The basic structure and fabrication method of
the display panel according to the embodiment of the
present invention have been described.
[0088] A method of fabricating the multi-electron
beam source used in the display panel of this embodi-
ment will be described below. The multi-electron beam
source used in the display panel of the present invention
is not particularly limited to the material, shape, and fab-
rication method of cold cathode elements as long as it
comprises an electron source on which cold cathode el-
ements are connected in a simple matrix pattern. There-
fore, various cold cathode elements such as surface
conduction type emission elements, FE type elements,
MIM type elements, and the like may be used.

[0089] However, in consideration of a situation in
which an inexpensive display apparatus with a large dis-
play screen is demanded, surface conduction type
emission elements of these cold cathode elements are
particularly preferable. More specifically, FE type ele-
ments require a sophisticated fabrication technique
since their electron emission characteristics are deter-
mined depending on the relative positions and shapes
of the emitter cone and the gate electrode, and such de-
pendence is disadvantageous for attaining a large-area
structure or a reduction of fabrication cost. On the other
hand, in MIM type elements, the insulating layer and up-
per electrode are required to be uniform even when their
thicknesses are reduced, and such requirement is dis-
advantageous, again, for attaining a large-area struc-
ture or a reduction of fabrication cost. However, since
surface conduction type emission elements allows rel-
atively easy fabrication, a large-area structure and a re-
duction of fabrication cost can be easily attained. The
present inventors found that an element, in which an
electron emission portion or its peripheral portion is
formed of a fine-particle film, among the surface con-
duction type emission elements has especially high
electron emission characteristics, and can be easily fab-
ricated. Therefore, surface conduction type emission el-
ements of this type are most suitably used in a multi-
electron beam source of a high-luminance, large-screen
image display apparatus. For this reason, the display
panel uses surface conduction type emission elements
in each of which an electron emission portion or its pe-
ripheral portion is formed of a fine-particle film. The ba-
sic structure, fabrication method, and characteristics of
a preferred surface conduction type emission element
will be explained, and thereafter, the structure of the
multi-electron beam source on which a large number of
elements are connected in a simple matrix pattern will
be explained.

(Preferred Element Structure and Fabrication Method of
Surface Conduction Type Emission Element)

[0090] There are two typical structures, i.e., flat and
vertical structures, of the surface conduction type emis-
sion element in which an electron emission portion or
its peripheral portion is formed of a fine-particle film.

(Flat Surface Conduction Type Emission Element)

[0091] First, the element structure and fabrication
method of a flat surface conduction type emission ele-
ment will be described. Figs. 9A and 9B are respectively
a plan view and a sectional view for explaining the struc-
ture of a flat surface conduction type emission element.
In Figs. 9A and 9B, reference numeral 1101 denotes a
substrate; 1102 and 1103, element electrodes; 1104, a
conductive thin film; 1105, an electron emission portion
formed by an energization forming process; and 1113,
a thin film formed by an energization activation process.
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[0092] As the substrate 1101, various kinds of glass
substrates such as a quartz glass substrate, a soda-lime
glass substrate, and the like, various kinds of ceramics
substrates such as an alumina substrate, substrates ob-
tained by stacking an insulating film consisting of, e.g.,
SiO2 on various kinds of substrates mentioned above,
and the like may be used.
[0093] The opposing element electrodes 1102 and
1103 formed on the substrate 1101 to be parallel to the
substrate surface consist of a material having conduc-
tivity. For example, such material can be appropriately
selected from metals such as Ni, Cr, Au, Mo, W, Pt, Ti,
Cu, Pd, Ag, and the like, alloys of these metals, metal
oxides such as In2O3-SnO2, and the like, semiconduc-
tors such as polysilicon, and the like. These electrodes
can be easily formed by combining a film formation tech-
nique such as vacuum deposition, and a pattern tech-
nique such as photolithography, etching, or the like. Al-
ternatively, other methods (e.g., a print technique) may
be used.
[0094] The shapes of the element electrodes 1102
and 1103 are appropriately selected in correspondence
with the application purpose of the electron emission el-
ement. In general, the electrode interval, L, is designed
by selecting an appropriate value from the range from
several hundred Å to several hundred µm, and more
preferably from the range from several µm to several
ten µm when the element is applied to the display ap-
paratus. Also, as for the thickness, d, of the element
electrode, an appropriate value is normally selected
from the range from several hundred Å to several hun-
dred µm.
[0095] The conductive thin film 1104 is formed using
a fine-particle film. Note that the fine-particle film means
a film which contains many fine particles (including is-
land-like aggregates) as constituting elements. By mi-
croscopically checking the fine-particle film, a structure
in which individual fine particles are arranged separate-
ly, a structure in which fine particles are arranged adja-
cent to each other, or a structure in which fine particles
overlap each other is normally observed.
[0096] The particle sizes of fine particles used in the
fine-particle film fall within the range from several Å to
several thousand Å, and more preferably, the range
from 10 Å to 200 Å. The film thickness of the fine-particle
film is appropriately set in consideration of various con-
ditions to be described below: that is, a condition re-
quired for electrically and satisfactorily connecting the
element electrode 1102 or 1103, a condition required for
satisfactorily performing energization forming (to be de-
scribed later), a condition for setting the electrical resist-
ance of the fine-particle film itself to be an appropriate
value (to be described later), and the like. More specif-
ically, the film thickness is set to fall within the range
from several Å to several thousand Å, and more prefer-
ably, the range from 10 Å to 500 Å.
[0097] A material used for forming the fine-particle
film is appropriately selected from, e.g., metals such as

Pd, Pt, Ru, Ag, Au, Ti, In, Cu, Cr, Fe, Zn, Sn, Ta, W, Pb,
and the like, oxides such as PdO, SnO2, In2O3, PbO,
Sb2O3, and the like, borides such as HfB2, ZrB2, LaB6,
CeB6, YB4, GdB4, and the like, carbides TiC, ZrC, HfC,
TaC, SiC, WC, and the like, nitrides such as TiN, SrN,
HfN, and the like, semiconductors such as Si, Ge, and
the like, and carbon, and the like.
[0098] As described above, when the conductive thin
film 1104 is formed by a fine-particle film, its sheet re-
sistance is set to fall within the range from 103 to 107 Ω/
h.
[0099] Since it is preferable that the conductive thin
film 1104 and the element electrodes 1102 and 1103 be
electrically satisfactorily connected, a structure in which
the film 1104 and the electrodes 1102 and 1103 partially
overlap each other is adopted. In an example of Fig. 9B,
the substrate, element electrodes, and conductive thin
film are stacked upward in this order. Alternatively, the
substrate, conductive thin film, and element electrodes
may be stacked upward in this order.
[0100] The electron emission portion 1105 is a fis-
sure-like portion formed on a portion of the conductive
thin film 1104, and electrically has a nature of higher re-
sistance than the surrounding conductive thin film. The
fissure is formed by performing an energization forming
process (to be described later) for the conductive thin
film. In the fissure, fine particles having a particle size
of several Å may be arranged in some cases. Since it is
hard to precisely and accurately depict the position and
shape of an actual electron emission portion, Figs. 9A
and 9B illustrate a typical one.
[0101] The thin film 1113 consists of carbon or a car-
bon compound, and covers the electron emission por-
tion 1105 and its neighboring portion. The thin film 1113
is formed by performing an energization activation proc-
ess after the energization forming process.
[0102] The material of the thin film 1113 is selected
from monocrystalline graphite, polycrystalline graphite,
amorphous carbon, and mixtures of these materials,
and the film thickness of the thin film 1113 is set to be
500 Å or less, and more preferably, 300 Å or less.
[0103] Since it is hard to precisely depict the position
and shape of an actual thin film 1113, Figs. 9A and 9B
illustrate a typical one. Fig. 9A (plan view) illustrates an
element from which the thin film 1113 is partially omitted.
[0104] The basic structure of the preferred element
has been described. In the present system, the following
element was used.
[0105] More specifically, the substrate 1101 used so-
da-lime glass, and the element electrodes 1102 and
1103 used an Ni thin film. The thickness d of each ele-
ment electrode was 1,000 Å, and the electrode interval
L was 2 µm.
[0106] As the major constituent material of the fine-
particle film, Pd or PdO was used, and the fine-particle
film had a thickness of about 100 Å and a width W of
100 µm.
[0107] The method of fabricating the preferred flat
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surface conduction type emission element will be de-
scribed below. Figs. 10A to 10D are sectional views for
explaining the processes in fabricating the surface con-
duction type emission element, and the same reference
numerals in Figs. 10A to 10D denote the same parts as
in Figs. 9A and 9B.

1) As shown in Fig. 10A, element electrodes 1102
and 1103 are formed on a substrate 1101.

Upon forming the electrodes, the substrate
1101 is sufficiently washed with a detergent, pure
water, and organic solvent, and thereafter, the ma-
terial of the element electrodes is deposited (as the
deposition method, a vacuum film formation tech-
nique such as vacuum deposition, sputtering, or the
like may be used). Thereafter, the deposited elec-
trode material is patterned using a photolithography
etching technique to form a pair of element elec-
trodes (1102 and 1103), as shown in Fig. 10A.
2) As shown in Fig. 10B, a conductive thin film 1104
is formed.

Upon forming the conductive thin film, the sub-
strate in the state in Fig. 10A is coated with an or-
ganic metal solvent and is dried. Thereafter, a fine-
particle film is formed by sintering the substrate, and
thereafter, is patterned into a predetermined shape
by photolithography etching. Note that the organic
metal solvent is a solvent of an organic metal com-
pound which contains the material of fine particles
used in the conductive thin film as a major element.
More specifically, this system used Pd as a major
element. In this system, dipping is used as the coat-
ing method, but other methods such as a spinner
method, spray method, and the like may be used.

As the method of forming the conductive thin
film consisting of the fine-particle film, for example,
vacuum deposition, sputtering, chemical vapor
deposition, or the like may be used in place of the
method of applying the organic metal solvent used
in this system.
3) As shown in Fig. 10C, an appropriate voltage is
applied from a forming power supply 1110 across
the element electrodes 1102 and 1103 to perform
an energization forming process, thereby forming
an electron emission portion 1105.

The energization forming process means a
process for energizing the conductive thin film 1104
consisting of the fine-particle film to partially de-
stroy, deform, or denature it and changing its struc-
ture to a one suitable for electron emission. Of the
conductive thin film consisting of the fine-particle
film, in the portion which has changed to have a
structure suitable for electron emission (i.e., the
electron emission portion 1105), an appropriate fis-
sure is formed in the thin film. By comparing the
states before and after the electron emission por-
tion 1105 is formed, the electrical resistance meas-
ured between the element electrodes 1102 and

1103 increases greatly after the formation.
Fig. 11 shows an example of the appropriate

voltage waveform to be applied from the forming
power supply 1110 so as to explain the energization
method in more detail. When the conductive thin
film consisting of the fine-particle film is subjected
to forming, a pulse-shaped voltage is preferably
used. In this system, as shown in Fig. 11, triangular
pulses having a pulse width T1 were successively
applied at pulse intervals T2. In this case, the crest
value, Vpf, of the triangular pulses was sequentially
boosted. Monitor pulses Pm for monitoring the for-
mation state of the electron emission portion 1105
were inserted between adjacent triangular pulses
at appropriate intervals, and currents flowed in re-
sponse to the pulses Pm were measured by an am-
meter 1111.

In this system, for example, in a vacuum atmos-
phere of, e.g., about 10-5 Torr, the pulse width T1
was set to be 1 msec, the pulse interval T2 was set
to be 10 msec, and the crest value Vpf was boosted
by 0.1 V per pulse. The monitor pulse Pm was in-
serted once per five triangular wave pulses. The
voltage, Vpm, of each monitor pulse was set to be
0.1 V so as not to adversely influence the forming
process. When the electrical resistance between
the element electrodes 1102 and 1103 had reached
1 3 106 Ω, i.e., the currents measured by the am-
meter 1111 upon application of the monitor pulse
had become 1 3 10-7 A or less, energization for the
forming process was terminated.

Note that the above-mentioned method is a
preferred method in association with the surface
conduction type emission element of this system.
For example, when the design of the surface con-
duction type emission element such as the material
or film thickness of the fine-particle film, the element
electrode interval L, or the like, is changed, it is pref-
erable to change the energization conditions in cor-
respondence with such changes in design.
4) As shown in Fig. 10D, an appropriate voltage is
applied from an activation power supply 1112
across the element electrodes 1102 and 1103 to
perform an energization activation process, thus
improving the electron emission characteristics.

[0108] The energization activation process is a proc-
ess for energizing the electron emission portion 1105
formed by the energization forming process under ap-
propriate conditions to stack a carbon or a carbon com-
pound film in the vicinity of the electron emission portion
1105. In Fig. 10D, a deposit consisting of carbon or a
carbon compound is illustrated as a member 1113. Upon
executing the energization activation process, an emis-
sion current obtained by the same applied voltage can
be typically increased to 100 times or more that before
the process.
[0109] More specifically, by periodically applying volt-
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age pulses in a vacuum atmosphere falling within the
range from 10-4 to 10-5 Torr, a carbon or carbon com-
pound film having an organic compound in the vacuum
atmosphere as a source is deposited. The deposit 1113
consists of one of monocrystalline graphite, polycrystal-
line graphite, and amorphous carbon, or a mixture there-
of, and its film thickness is 500 Å or less, and more pref-
erably, 300 Å or less.
[0110] Fig. 12A shows an example of an appropriate
voltage waveform to be applied from the activation pow-
er supply 1112 so as to explain the energization method
in more detail. In this system, the energization activation
process was attained by periodically applying rectangu-
lar wave pulses of a constant voltage. More specifically,
each rectangular wave pulse had a the voltage Vac of
14 V, a pulse width T3 of 1 msec, and a pulse interval
T4 of 10 msec. Note that the above-mentioned ener-
gization conditions are preferred ones associated with
the surface condition type emission element of this sys-
tem. When the design of the surface conduction type
element is changed, the conditions are preferably
changed accordingly.
[0111] In Fig. 10D, reference numeral 1114 denotes
an anode electrode for compensating for an emission
current Ie emitted from the surface conduction type
emission element. The anode electrode 1114 is con-
nected to a DC high-voltage power source 1115 and an
ammeter 1116. (When the activation process is per-
formed after the substrate 1101 is assembled in the dis-
play panel, the fluorescent screen of the display panel
is used as the anode electrode 1114.)
[0112] While the voltage is being applied from the ac-
tivation power supply 1112, the ammeter 1116 measures
an emission current Ie to monitor the progress of the
energization activation process and to control the oper-
ation of the activation power supply 1112. Fig. 12B
shows an example of an emission current Ie measured
by the ammeter 1116. When the activation power supply
1112 begins to apply voltage pulses, the emission cur-
rent Ie increases as time elapses, and then reaches sat-
uration and does not increase any more. In this manner,
when the emission current Ie has nearly reached satu-
ration, voltage application from the activation power
supply 1112 is stopped to end the activation energiza-
tion process.
[0113] Note that the above-mentioned energization
conditions are preferred ones associated with the sur-
face condition type emission element of this system.
When the design of the surface conduction type element
is changed, the conditions are preferably changed ac-
cordingly.
[0114] In this way, the flat surface conduction type
emission element shown in Fig. 10E was fabricated.

(Step type Surface Conduction Type Emission Element)

[0115] Another typical structure of the surface con-
duction type emission element in which an electron

emission element or its peripheral portion is formed us-
ing a fine-particle film, i.e., the structure of a step type
surface conduction type emission element will be ex-
plained below.
[0116] Fig. 13 is a sectional view for explaining the
basic structure of a step type element. In Fig. 13, refer-
ence numeral 1201 denotes a substrate; 1202 and
1203, element electrodes; 1206, a step forming mem-
ber; 1204, a conductive thin film using a fine-particle
film; 1205, an electron emission portion formed by the
energization forming process; and 1213, a thin film
formed by the energization activation process.
[0117] The differences between the step type element
and the above-mentioned flat element are that one
(1202) of the element electrodes is arranged on the step
forming member 1206, and the conductive thin film 1204
covers the side surface of the step forming member
1206. Accordingly, the element electrode interval L in
the flat element shown in Figs. 9A and 9B is designed
as a step height Ls of the step forming member 1206 in
the vertical element. Note that the substrate 1201, ele-
ment electrodes 1202 and 1203, and the conductive thin
film 1204 using the fine-particle film can use the same
materials as listed in the description of the flat element.
The step forming member 1206 uses an electrically in-
sulating material such as SiO2.
[0118] The method of fabricating the step type surface
conduction type emission element will be explained be-
low. Figs. 14A to 14F are sectional views for explaining
the processes in fabricating the emission element, and
the same reference numerals in Figs. 14A to 14F denote
the same parts as in Fig. 13.

1) As shown in Fig. 14A, an element electrode 1203
is formed on a substrate 1201.
2) As shown in Fig. 14B, an insulating layer used
for forming the step forming member is stacked.
The insulating layer can be formed by stacking, e.
g., an SiO2 film by sputtering but may be formed by
other film formation methods such as vacuum dep-
osition, printing, and the like.
3) As shown in Fig. 14C, an element electrode 1202
is formed on the insulating layer.
4) As shown in Fig. 14D, a portion of the insulating
layer is removed by, e.g., etching to expose the el-
ement electrode 1203 therefrom.
5) As shown in Fig. 14E, a conductive thin film 1204
using a fine-particle film is formed. Upon forming the
thin film, for example, a film formation technique
such as coating or the like may be used as in the
flat element.
6) Subsequently, energization forming is performed
as in the flat element to form the electron emission
portion. (The same process as the energization
forming process for the flat element described
above with reference to Fig. 10C can be per-
formed.)
7) An energization activation process is performed
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as in the flat element to deposit a carbon or a carbon
compound film in the vicinity of the electron emis-
sion portion. (The same process as the energization
activation process for the flat element described
above with reference to Fig. 10D can be per-
formed.)

[0119] In this manner, the step type surface conduc-
tion type emission element shown in Fig. 14F was fab-
ricated.

(Characteristics of Surface Conduction Type Emission
Element Used in Display Apparatus)

[0120] The element structures and fabrication meth-
ods of the flat and step type surface conduction type
emission elements have been described. The charac-
teristics of an element used in the display apparatus will
be explained below.
[0121] Fig. 15 shows typical examples of the (emis-
sion current Ie) vs. (element applied voltage Vf) charac-
teristics and (element current If) vs. (element applied
voltage Vf) characteristics of the element used in the dis-
play apparatus. Note that the emission current Ie is con-
siderably weaker than the element current If and it is
difficult to express them using an identical measure. Al-
so, these characteristics change upon changing the size
of the element or the design parameters. For these rea-
sons, the two graphs are independently expressed in
arbitrary units.
[0122] The element used in the display apparatus has
the following three characteristics with respect to the
emission current Ie.
[0123] In the first characteristic, when a voltage equal
to or lower than a given voltage (this voltage will be re-
ferred to as a threshold value voltage Vth thereinafter)
is applied to the element, almost no emission current Ie
is detected abruptly.
[0124] More specifically, the element is a nonlinear el-
ement having a definite threshold value voltage Vth with
respect to the emission current Ie.
[0125] In the second characteristic, since the emis-
sion current Ie changes depending on the voltage Vf ap-
plied to the element, the magnitude of the emission cur-
rent Ie can be controlled by the voltage Vf.
[0126] In the third characteristic, since the current Ie
is emitted by the element at high speed in response to
the voltage Vf applied to the element, the charge amount
of electrons emitted by the element can be controlled by
the duration of application of the voltage Vf.
[0127] With the above-mentioned characteristics, the
surface conduction type emission element could be suit-
ably used in the display apparatus. For example, when
the display apparatus in which a large number of ele-
ments are arranged in correspondence with the pixels
of an image to be displayed uses the first characteristic,
display can be attained by sequentially scanning the dis-
play screen. More specifically, a voltage exceeding the

threshold value voltage Vth is appropriately applied to
the elements to be driven, and a voltage less than the
threshold value voltage Vth is applied to the elements
in the non-selected state. By sequentially switching the
elements to be driven, display can be attained by se-
quentially scanning the display screen.
[0128] Since the emission luminance can be control-
led using the second or third characteristic, gradation
display can be attained.

(Structure of Multi-Electron Beam Source With a Large
Number of Elements Connected in Simple Matrix
Pattern)

[0129] When the above-mentioned surface conduc-
tion type emission elements are arranged on a substrate
and are connected in a simple matrix pattern, the multi-
electron beam source shown in the plan view of Fig. 1
is obtained.
[0130] Fig. 16 is a sectional view taken along a line A
- A' in Fig. 1.
[0131] Note that the multi-electron beam source with
such structure was fabricated in such a manner that the
row electrodes 1003, column electrodes 1004, inter-
electrode insulating layers (not shown), and the element
electrodes and conductive thin films of the surface con-
duction type emission elements were formed in advance
on the substrate, and the energization forming process
and the energization activation process were performed
by supplying voltages to the elements via the row and
column electrodes 1003 and 1004.

(Application to Image Display Apparatus)

[0132] Fig. 17 is a view showing an example of a dis-
play apparatus which is designed so that image infor-
mation provided from various kinds of image information
sources such as a television broadcast can be displayed
on the above-mentioned display panel. In Fig. 17, refer-
ence numeral 2100 denotes a display panel; 2101, a
driving circuit for the display panel; 2102, a display con-
troller; 2103, a multiplexer; 2104, a decoder; 2105, an
input/output interface circuit; 2106, a CPU; 2107, an im-
age generation circuit; 2108, 2109, and 2110, image
memory interface circuits; 2111, an image input inter-
face circuit; 2112 and 2113, TV signal reception circuits;
and 2114, an input unit.

(Note that processing circuits, a loudspeaker, and the
like for audio components of input signals such as
television signals are not shown in Fig. 17.)

[0133] The functions of the respective units will be de-
scribed below along the flow of an image signal.
[0134] The TV signal reception circuit 2113 is a circuit
for receiving, e.g., a TV image signal transmitted using
a radio transmission system such as radio waves, spa-
tial optical communications, or the like. The type of TV
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signal to be received is not particularly limited, and for
example, NTSC signals, PAL signals, SECAM signals,
MPEG signals, and the like may be received. Also, a TV
signal consisting of a larger number of scanning lines
(e.g., a so-called high-definition TV such as a MUSE
system) is a preferred signal source that can enjoy the
advantages of the above-mentioned display panel
which is suitable for a large-area, multi-pixel structure.
A TV signal received by the TV signal reception circuit
2113 is output to the decoder 2104.
[0135] On the other hand, the TV signal reception cir-
cuit 2112 is a circuit for receiving a TV image signal
transmitted via a wired transmission system such as a
coaxial cable, optical fiber, or the like. As in the TV signal
reception circuit 2113, the type of TV signal to be re-
ceived is not particularly limited, and a TV signal re-
ceived by this circuit is also output to the decoder 2104.
[0136] The image input interface circuit 2111 is a cir-
cuit for inputting an image signal supplied from an image
input apparatus such as a TV camera, an image scan-
ner, or the like, and the input image signal is output to
the decoder 2104.
[0137] The image memory interface circuit 2110 is a
circuit for inputting an image signal recorded on a video
tape recorder (to be abbreviated as a VTR hereinafter),
and the input image signal is output to the decoder 2104.
[0138] The image memory interface circuit 2109 is a
circuit for inputting an image signal recorded on a video
disk, and the input image signal is output to the decoder
2104.
[0139] The image memory interface circuit 2108 is a
circuit for inputting an image signal from a device that
records still image data such as a so-called still image
disk, and the input image signal is output to the decoder
2104.
[0140] The input/output interface circuit 2105 is a cir-
cuit for connecting this display apparatus and an exter-
nal computer, computer network, or an output apparatus
such as a printer. The circuit 2105 can input/output not
only image data and character/figure information, but al-
so control signals and numerical value data between the
CPU 2106 of this display apparatus and the external ap-
paratus in some cases.
[0141] The image generation circuit 2107 is a circuit
for generating display image data on the basis of image
data or character/figure information input from the ex-
ternal apparatus via the input/output interface circuit
2105 or image data or character/figure information out-
put from the CPU 2106. This circuit includes circuits re-
quired for generating an image such as a rewritable
memory for storing image data and character/figure in-
formation, a read-only memory storing image patterns
corresponding to character codes, a processor for per-
forming image processing, and the like.
[0142] The display image data generated by this cir-
cuit is output to the decoder 2104. In some cases, the
display image data can also be output to the external
computer network or printer via the input/output inter-

face circuit 2105.
[0143] The CPU 2106 mainly performs the operation
control of this display apparatus, and executes jobs as-
sociated with generating, selecting, and editing a dis-
play image.
[0144] For example, the CPU 2106 outputs a control
signal to the multiplexer 2103 to appropriately select or
combine image signals to be displayed on the display
panel. In this case, the CPU 2106 generates a control
signal to the display panel controller 2102 in corre-
spondence with the image signal to be displayed so as
to appropriately control the operation of the display ap-
paratus such as the screen display frequency, scanning
method (e.g., interlace or non-interlace), the number of
scanning lines per frame, and the like.
[0145] Furthermore, the CPU 2106 directly outputs
image data or character/figure information to the image
generation circuit 2107, or accesses the external com-
puter or memory via the input/output interface circuit
2105 to input image data or character/figure information
thereto.
[0146] Note that the CPU 2106 may perform jobs oth-
er than those described above. For example, the CPU
2106 may directly execute a function for generating or
processing information like in a personal computer or
wordprocessor.
[0147] Alternatively, the CPU 2106 may be connected
to the external computer network via the input/output in-
terface circuit 2105, as described above, so as to exe-
cute jobs such as arithmetic operations in cooperation
with the external apparatus.
[0148] The input unit 2114 is used by a user to input
commands, programs, or data to the CPU 2106. For ex-
ample, as the input unit 2114, various input devices such
as a keyboard, mouse, joystick, bar code reader, speech
recognition device, and the like may be used.
[0149] The decoder 2104 is a circuit for inversely con-
verting various types of image signals input from the cir-
cuits 2107 to 2113 into three primary color signals or a
luminance signal, and I and Q signals. As indicated by
a dotted line in Fig. 17, the decoder 2104 preferably
comprises an internal image memory. This is to process
TV signals such as TV signals of the MUSE system that
require an image memory upon inverse conversion.
When the decoder 2104 comprises an image memory,
the following merits can also be provided. That is, a still
image can be easily displayed, and image processing
and edit processing such as thinning, interpolation, en-
largement, synthesis, and the like of images can be eas-
ily attained in combination with the image generation cir-
cuit 2107 and the CPU 2106.
[0150] The multiplexer 2103 appropriately selects a
display image on the basis of the control signal input
from the CPU 2106. More specifically, the multiplexer
2103 selects a desired one of inversely converted image
signals input from the decoder 2104 and outputs the se-
lected signal to the driving circuit 2101. In this case,
when the multiplexer 2103 selects an image signal while
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switching signals within one screen display time, differ-
ent images can be displayed on a plurality of regions
obtained by dividing one screen like in a so-called multi-
screen television.
[0151] The display panel controller 2102 is a circuit
for controlling the operation of the driving circuit 2101
on the basis of the control signal input from the CPU
2106.
[0152] Also, the display panel controller 2102 outputs
a signal for controlling the operation sequence of a driv-
ing power supply (not shown) of the display panel to the
driving circuit 2101 as a signal associated with the basis
operation of the display panel.
[0153] Furthermore, the display panel controller 2102
outputs a signal for controlling the screen display fre-
quency or scanning method (e.g., interlace or non-inter-
lace) to the driving circuit 2101 as a signal associated
with the driving method of the display panel.
[0154] In some cases, the display panel controller
2102 outputs a control signal associated with adjust-
ment of image quality such as luminance, contrast, color
tone, sharpness, and the like of a display image to the
driving circuit 2101.
[0155] The driving circuit 2101 is a circuit for generat-
ing a driving signal to be applied to the display panel
2100, and operates on the basis of the image signal in-
put from the multiplexer 2103 and the control signal in-
put from the display panel controller 2102.
[0156] The functions of the respective units have
been described. With the arrangement shown in Fig. 17,
the display apparatus of this embodiment can display
image information input from various kinds of image in-
formation sources on the display panel 2100. More spe-
cifically, various kinds of image signals such as a tele-
vision broadcast signal are inversely converted by the
decoder 2104, the converted signals are appropriately
selected by the multiplexer 2103, and the selected sig-
nal is input to the driving circuit 2101. On the other hand,
the display panel controller 2102 generates a control
signal for controlling the operation of the driving circuit
2101 in accordance with the image signal to be dis-
played. The driving circuit 2101 applies a driving signal
to the display panel 2100 on the basis of the image sig-
nal and the control signal. With this processing, an im-
age is displayed on the display panel 2100. The series
of operations described above are systematically con-
trolled by the CPU 2106.
[0157] In this display apparatus, using the internal im-
age memory of the decoder 2104, the image generation
circuit 2107, and the CPU 2106, not only a selected one
of a plurality of kinds of image information is selected
but also image processing such as enlargement, reduc-
tion, rotation, movement, edge emphasis, thinning, in-
terpolation, color conversion, aspect ratio conversion,
and the like of images and image edit processing such
as synthesis, deletion, merge, replacement, paste, and
the like can be performed for the image information to
be displayed. Although not particularly pointed out in the

description of this embodiment, dedicated circuits for
processing and editing audio information may be ar-
ranged as in the image processing and image edit
processing.
[0158] Therefore, the display apparatus of this em-
bodiment alone can provide functions of a television
broadcast display apparatus, a television meeting ter-
minal apparatus, an image edit apparatus, a computer
terminal apparatus, office terminal apparatuses such as
a word processor, a game machine, and the like, and
has a very broad application range of industrial or do-
mestic apparatuses. In addition, since a low-profile dis-
play panel can be realized, the depth of the apparatus
can be decreased. In addition, as the display apparatus
of this embodiment can easily attain a large screen, high
luminance, and high field angle characteristics, it can
display a real image with high recognizability.
[0159] Note that the present invention may be applied
to either a system constituted by a plurality of devices
or an apparatus consisting of a single device. Also, the
present invention can also be applied to a case wherein
the invention is attained by supplying a program to the
system or apparatus.
[0160] The above-mentioned display apparatus uses
the surface conduction type emission elements which
allow easy fabrication as electron emission elements
but may use other types of electron emission elements
to achieve the present invention.
[0161] For example, in a display apparatus using FE
type elements in place of surface conduction type emis-
sion elements as well, the luminance can be increased
while maintaining good color balance. Fig. 24 is a plan
view of an electron source using FE type elements. In
Fig. 24, reference numeral 4002 denotes one FE type
element, and the members 3011, 3012, and 3014 are
the same as those described above with reference to
Fig. 18B. Note that the insulating layer 3013 is not
shown in Fig. 24 since it is not seen behind the gate
electrode 3014. A description about the electrodes 1003
and 1004 will be omitted since it is the same as that
which has already given above with reference to Fig. 1.
[0162] Also, in a display apparatus using MIM type el-
ements in place of the surface conduction type emission
elements, the luminance can be increased while main-
taining good color balance. Fig. 25 is a plan view of an
electron source using FE type elements. In Fig. 25, ref-
erence numeral 5002 denotes one MIM type element,
and the members 3021 and 3023 are the same as those
described above with reference to Fig. 19. Note that the
insulating layer 3022 is not shown in Fig. 25 since it is
not seen behind the upper electrode 3023. A description
about the electrodes 1003 and 1004 will be omitted
since it is the same as that which has already given
above with reference to Fig. 1.
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Claims

1. An image display apparatus comprising:

a multi-electron beam source (1001-1004) in
which a plurality of electron emission elements
(1002;4002;5002) are arranged in a matrix pat-
tern and matrix wired by a plurality of data elec-
trodes (1004) and a plurality of scanning elec-
trodes (1003);
a data driver (13-17,20,22,28) for applying data
signals to said data electrodes;
a scan driver (23,26,28) for applying scanning
signals to said scanning electrodes; and
a fluorescent screen (1007) having phosphors
of three primary colours R, G and B arranged
to correspond to said electron emission ele-
ments; the surface ratio of said G phosphors
being larger than the surface ratio of each of
said R and B phosphors;

characterised in that:

alternate ones of said scanning electrodes
(1003) are connected, respectively, to electron
emission elements (1002;4002;5002) corre-
sponding to G phosphors (G21, G22,...;
G41,G42,...), and to electron emission ele-
ments corresponding to respective R and B
phosphors (R11,B12,R13,B14...B1480;
R31,B32,....); and
said scan driver (23,26,28) is adapted to apply
scanning signals to said scanning electrodes
whereby scanning signals applied to electrodes
connected to those electron emission elements
corresponding to said G phosphors are each
applied for a shorter period (H/3) than the peri-
od (2H/3) of each of those scanning signals ap-
plied to electrodes connected to electron emis-
sion elements corresponding to said respective
R and B phosphors.

2. Apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the phos-
phors are arranged in a checkerboard pattern at an
area ratio R : G : B = 1 : 2 : 1.

3. Apparatus according to claims 1 or 2, wherein the
shorter period (H/3) for selecting each scanning
electrode connected to electron emission elements
corresponding to G phosphors is substantially 1/2
of the period (2H/3) for selecting each scanning
electrode connected to electron emission elements
corresponding to respective R and B phosphors.

4. Apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 3,
wherein it is arranged that signal components cor-
responding to the G phosphors and signal compo-
nents corresponding to respective R and B phos-

phors are extracted from an image signal for a 1-line
period, and a scanning electrode connected to the
electron emission elements corresponding to the G
phosphors and a scanning electrode connected to
the electron emission elements corresponding to
respective R and B phosphors are selected succes-
sively during said 1-line period.

5. Apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 3,
wherein it is arranged that an image signal for a
1-line period is divided into signal components for
two rows, scanning electrodes for two rows are se-
lected successively during a given 1-line period,
and a portion of the rows selected during the 1-line
period are selected again during the next 1-line pe-
riod.

6. Apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 5,
wherein said electron emission elements comprise
surface conduction type emission elements (1002).

7. Apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 5,
wherein said electron emission elements comprise
FE type elements (4002).

8. Apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 5,
wherein said electron emission elements comprise
MIM type elements (5002).

9. A method of driving the image display apparatus of
claim 1 wherein:

scanning signals are applied to the alternate
scanning electrodes (1003) connected to electron-
emission elements (1002;4002;5002) correspond-
ing to G phosphors (G21,G22,...;G41,G42,...) and
connected to electron-emission elements corre-
sponding to respective R & B phosphors
(R11,B12,...;R31,B32,...) for shorter and longer pe-
riods (H/3,2H/3), respectively.

10. A method according to claim 9 applied to the appa-
ratus of claim 2, wherein the shorter period (H/3) for
selecting each scanning electrode connected to
electron emission elements corresponding to the G
phosphors is substantially 1/2 of the period (2H/3)
for selecting each scanning electrode connected to
electron emission elements corresponding to re-
spective R and B phosphors.

11. A method according to either of claims 9 and 10,
wherein signal components corresponding to the G
phosphors and signal components corresponding
to the R or B phosphors are extracted from the im-
age signal for the 1-line period, and a scanning elec-
trode connected to the electron emission elements
corresponding to the G phosphors and a scanning
electrode connected to the electron emission ele-
ments corresponding to respective R and B phos-
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phors are selected successively during the 1-line
period.

12. A method according to any one of claims 9 to 11,
wherein an image signal for a 1-line period is divid-
ed into signal components for two rows, the scan-
ning electrodes for two rows are selected succes-
sively during a given 1-line period, and a portion of
the rows selected during the 1-line period is select-
ed again during the next 1-line period.

Patentansprüche

1. Bildanzeigevorrichtung, mit:

einer Elektronenstrahlquelle (1001 bis 1004), in
der eine Vielzahl von Elektronenemissionsele-
menten (1002; 4002; 5002) in einem Matrixmu-
ster angeordnet und durch eine Vielzahl von
Datenelektroden (1004) und eine Vielzahl von
Abtastelektroden (1003) matrixartig verdrahtet
sind;
einem Datentreiber (13 bis 17, 20, 22, 28) zum
Anlegen von Datensignalen an die Datenelek-
troden;
einem Abtasttreiber (23, 26, 28) zum Anlegen
von Abtastsignalen an die Abtastelektroden;
und mit
einem Leuchtschirm (1007) mit Leuchtstoffen
dreier Grundfarben R, G und B, die entspre-
chend den Elektronenemissionselementen an-
geordnet sind; wobei das Oberflächenverhält-
nis der Leuchtstoffe G größer ist als das Ober-
flächenverhältnis eines jeden Leuchtstoffs von
R und B;

dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß

die Abtastelektroden (1003) alternierend je-
weils mit Elektronenemissionselementen
(1002, 4002; 5002) entsprechend den Leucht-
stoffen G (G21, G22, ...; G41, G42, ...) bezie-
hungsweise mit Elektronenemissionselemen-
ten ensprechend den jeweiligen Leuchtstoffen
R und B (R11, B12, R13, B14, ..., B1480; R31,
B32, ...) verbunden sind; und daß
der Abtasttreiber (23, 26, 28) eingerichtet ist,
Abtastsignale an die Abtastelektroden anzule-
gen, wodurch an die Elektroden angelegte Abt-
astsignale, die mit jenen Elektronenemissionen
gemäß den Leuchtstoffen G verbunden sind,
für eine kürzere Zeitdauer (H/3) als die Zeitdau-
er (2H/3) eines jeden der Abtastsignale anlie-
gen, die an die mit den Elektronenemissions-
elementen verbundenen Elektroden gemäß
den jeweiligen Leuchtstoffen R und B angelegt
werden.

2. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, deren Leuchtstoffe in
einem Mosaikmuster in einem Flächenverhältnis
R : G : B = 1 : 2 : 1 angeordnet sind.

3. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, bei der die kür-
zere Periode (H/3) zur Auswahl einer jeden Abtast-
elektrode, die mit den Elektronenemissionen ent-
sprechend den Leuchtstoffen G verbunden ist, im
wesentlichen 1/2 der Periode (2H/3) zur Auswahl
einer jeden Abtastelektrode ist, die mit den Elektro-
nenemissionselementen entsprechend den jeweili-
gen Leuchtstoff R beziehungsweise B verbunden
ist.

4. Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, die
so eingerichtet ist, daß Signalkomponeten entspre-
chend den Leuchtstoffen G und Signalkomponen-
ten entsprechend den Leuchtstoffen R beziehungs-
weise B von einem Bildsignal für eine Ein-Zeilen-
Periode ausgelesen werden, und daß eine Abtast-
elektrode, verbunden mit den Elektronenemissi-
onselementen entsprechend den Leuchtstoffen G,
beziehungsweise eine Abtastelektrode, verbunden
mit den Elektronenemissionselementen gemäß
den Leuchtstoffen R beziehungsweise B, suksessi-
ve während Ein-Zeilen-Periode ausgelesen wer-
den.

5. Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, die
so eingerichtet ist, daß ein Bildsignal für eine Ein-
Zeilen-Periode eingeteilt ist in Signalkomponenten
für die zwei Zeilen, daß Abtastelektroden für zwei
Zeilen nacheinander während einer vorgegebenen
Ein-Zeilen-Periode ausgewählt werden und daß ein
Abschnitt der während der Ein-Zeilen-Periode aus-
gewählten Zeilen erneut während der nächsten Ein-
Zeilen-Periode ausgewählt wird.

6. Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5, de-
ren Elektronenemissionselemente solche (1002)
mit Oberflächenleitfähigkeit sind.

7. Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5, de-
ren Elektronenemissionselemente solche (4002)
des FE-Typs sind.

8. Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5, de-
ren Elektronenemissionselemente solche (5002)
des MIM-Typs sind.

9. Verfahren zur Steuerung der Bildanzeigevorrich-
tung nach Anspruch 1, bei dem: Abtastsignale an-
gelegt werden an die alternierenden Abtastelektro-
den (1003), die mit den Elektronenemissionsele-
menten (1002; 4002; 5002) entsprechend den
Leuchtstoffen G (G21, G22, ...; G41, G42, ...) und
mit den Elektronenemissionselementen mit jeweili-
gen R- und B-Leuchtstofffen (R11, B12, ...; R31,
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B32, ...) für kürzere beziehungsweise längere Peri-
oden (H/3, 2H/3) verbunden sind.

10. Verfahren nach Anspruch 9, angewandt in einer
Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 2, bei dem die kürzere
Periode (H/3) zur Auswahl einer jeden Abtastelek-
trode, die mit dem Elektronenemissionselement ge-
mäß den G-Leuchtstoffen verbunden ist, im we-
sentlichen 1/2 der Periode (2H/3) zur Auswahl einer
jeden Abtastelektrode ist, die mit den Elektronen-
emissionselementen gemäß den jeweiligen Leucht-
stoffen R beziehungsweise B verbunden ist.

11. Verfahren nach Anspruch 9 oder 10, bei dem Si-
gnalkomponenten entsprechend den G-Leuchtstof-
fen und Signalkomponenten entsprechend den R-
oder B-Leuchtstoffen vom Bildsignal für die Ein-Zei-
len-Periode ausgelesen werden, und bei dem eine
Abtastelektrode, verbunden mit den Elektronen-
emissionselementen entsprechend den G-Leucht-
stoffen sowie eine Abtastelektrode, verbunden mit
den Elektronenemissionselementen gemäß den R-
beziehungsweise B-Leuchtstoffen, nacheinander
während der Ein-Zeilen-Periode ausgelesen wer-
den.

12. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 9 bis 11, bei
dem ein Bildsignal für eine Ein-Zeilen-Periode ein-
geteilt ist in Signalkomponenten für zwei Zeilen,
und bei dem die Abtastelektroden für zwei Zeilen
nacheinander während einer vorgegebenen Ein-
Zeilen-Periode ausgewählt werden, und bei dem
ein Abschnitt der Zeilen, ausgewählt während der
Ein-Zeilen-Periode, während der nächsten Ein-Zei-
len-Periode erneut ausgewählt wird.

Revendications

1. Appareil d'affichage d'images comprenant :

une source (1001-1004) de faisceaux d'élec-
trons multiples, dans lequel une pluralité d'élé-
ments (1002;4002; 5002) d'émission d'élec-
trons sont disposés selon un réseau matriciel
et câblés en mode matriciel à l'aide d'une plu-
ralité (1004) d'électrodes de données et d'une
pluralité d'électrodes de balayage (1003);
un étage d'attaque (13-17,20,22,28) de don-
nées pour appliquer des signaux de données
auxdites électrodes de données;
un pilote de balayage (23,26,28) pour appliquer
des signaux de balayage auxdites électrodes
de balayage; et
un écran fluorescent (1007) comportant des
substances luminescentes de trois couleurs
primaires R, G et B disposées de manière à cor-
respondre auxdits éléments d'émission d'élec-

trons; le rapport de surface desdites substan-
ces luminescentes G étant supérieur au rapport
de surface de chacune desdites substances lu-
minescentes R et B;

caractérisé en ce que :

une sur deux desdites électrodes de balayage
(1003) sont connectées respectivement à des
éléments d'émission d'électrons (1002;4002;
5002) correspondant aux substances lumines-
centes G (G21,G22,...;G41,G42...) et à des élé-
ments d'émission d'électrons correspondant à
des substances luminescentes R et B respec-
tives (R11,B12,R13, B14... B1480;
R31,B32,...); et
ledit pilote de balayage (23,26,28) est adapté
pour appliquer des signaux de balayage auxdi-
tes électrodes de balayage, ce qui a pour effet
que des signaux de balayage appliqués aux
éléments d'émission d'électrons qui correspon-
dent auxdites substances luminescentes G,
sont appliqués chacun pendant une période (H/
3) inférieure à la période (2H/3) de chacun des
signaux de balayage appliqués aux électrodes
connectées aux éléments d'émission d'élec-
trons correspondant auxdites substances lumi-
nescentes respectives R et B.

2. Appareil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les
substances luminescentes sont disposées selon un
réseau en damier, avec un rapport de surfaces R:
G:B = 1:2:1.

3. Appareil selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel
la période la plus courte (H/3) pour la sélection de
chaque électrode de balayage connectée à des élé-
ments d'émission d'électrons correspondant à des
substances luminescentes G est égale sensible-
ment à 1/2 de la période (2H/3) pour la sélection de
chaque électrode de balayage connectée à des élé-
ments d'émission d'électrons correspondant aux
substances luminescentes respectives R et B.

4. Appareil selon l'une quelconque des revendications
1 à 3, dans lequel il est prévu que des composantes
de signaux correspondant aux substances lumines-
centes G et des composantes de signaux corres-
pondant à des substances luminescentes respecti-
ves R et B sont extraites d'un signal d'image pen-
dant une période de 1 ligne, et une électrode de ba-
layage connectée aux éléments d'émission d'élec-
trons correspondant aux substances luminescen-
tes G et une électrode de balayage connectée aux
éléments d'émission d'électrons correspondant à
des substances luminescentes respectives R et B
sont sélectionnées successivement pendant ladite
période de 1 ligne.
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5. Appareil selon l'une quelconque des revendications
1 à 3, dans lequel il est prévu qu'un signal d'image
pour une période de 1 ligne est subdivisé en com-
posantes de signal pour deux rangées, des électro-
des de balayage pour deux rangées étant sélection-
nées successivement pendant une période donnée
de 1 ligne, une partie des rangées sélectionnées
pendant la période de 1 ligne est sélectionnée à
nouveau pendant la période de 1 ligne suivante.

6. Appareil selon l'une quelconque des revendications
1 à 5, dans lequel lesdits éléments d'émission
d'électrons comprennent des éléments d'émission
du type à conduction de surface (1002).

7. Appareil selon l'une quelconque des revendications
1 à 5, dans lequel lesdits éléments d'émission
d'électrons comprennent des éléments de type FE
(4002).

8. Appareil selon l'une quelconque des revendications
1 à 5, dans lequel lesdits éléments d'émission
d'électrons comprennent des éléments de type MIM
(5002).

9. Procédé de commande de l'appareil d'affichage
d'images selon la revendication 1, dans lequel :

des signaux de balayage sont appliqués aux
électrodes alternées de balayage (1003) connec-
tées à des éléments d'émission d'électrons (1002;
4002;5002) correspondant aux substances lumi-
nescentes G (G21,G22,...;G41,G42, ...) et connec-
tées à des éléments d'émission d'électrons corres-
pondant à des substances luminescentes respecti-
ves R & B (R11,B12,...; R31,B32,...) respectivement
pour des périodes plus courte et plus longue (H/3,
2H/3).

10. Procédé selon la revendication 9 appliqué à l'appa-
reil selon la revendication 2, dans lequel la période
la plus courte (H/3) pour la sélection de chaque
électrode de balayage connectée à des éléments
d'émission d'électrons correspondant aux substan-
ces luminescentes G est égale sensiblement à 1/2
de la période (2H/3) pour la sélection de chaque
électrode de balayage connectée à des éléments
d'émission d'électrons correspondant à des subs-
tances luminescentes respectives R et B.

11. Procédé selon l'une quelconque des revendications
9 et 10, dans lequel des composantes de signal cor-
respondant aux substances luminescentes G et les
composantes de signal correspondant aux subs-
tances luminescentes R ou B sont extraites du si-
gnal d'image pendant la période de 1 ligne, et une
électrode de balayage connectée aux éléments
d'émission d'électrons correspondant aux substan-
ces luminescentes G et une électrode de balayage

connectée aux éléments d'émission d'électrons
correspondant aux substances luminescentes res-
pectives R et B sont sélectionnées successivement
pendant la période de 1 ligne.

12. Procédé selon l'une quelconque des revendications
9 à 11, dans lequel un signal d'image pour une pé-
riode de 1 ligne est subdivisé en composantes de
signal pour deux rangées, les électrodes de balaya-
ge pour deux rangées sont sélectionnées succes-
sivement pendant une période donnée de 1 ligne,
et une partie des rangées sélectionnées pendant la
période de 1 ligne est sélectionnée à nouveau pen-
dant la période de 1 ligne suivante.
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